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The structural reform will help governments to avoid facing a situation of having to bail out banks 

with the consequence of  having to make cuts and save money that otherwise would have been 

spent in many other matters that directly affect the standard of living of people and companies 

(education, heath, taxes, jobs). 

EU should lead a structural reform that takes also into consideration: 

Avoidance of Governments to pay huge interest rates on borrowed money from financial 

institutions:  

When lending money to governments, banks should be made not to exceed a certain percentage 

of the internal banking rate on the amount lent (for example, no more than 2 points), in other 

words, we have witnessed how banks have borrowed money from the European central bank, at a 

very competitive interest rate (let’s say,  1%) and then, lend this money to central governments at 

a much higher rate (5%). Following this example, in this case the interest rate applicable to the 

central government could not be higher than 3% (at the moment, some European countries are 

paying very high risk premiums which contributes to worsen economic expectations). 

As the function, purpose  and substance of governments is totally different to any other body 

(governments are not , for example,  companies aiming to get a profit ), EU should start imposing 

the thought about governments as something that has to be protected (people, companies, public 

and private institutions depend directly on decisions taken by governments) so when dealing with 

governments, abusive practices should be reduced to the minimum, therefore with an structural 

reform this can be achieved (the better the situation of a Government is the better for companies, 

people and rest of elements interrelated will be). 

 

 
 

It is important that all banks, across EU, comply with the new rules that EU will establish as the 

current system has proved to fail. Furthermore, specifically, some countries should undergo extra 



supervision due to the extreme situation they have to face in the current crisis (Spain, Greece, 

Portugal, Italy…). 

2 types of controlling systems could be developed: standard and specific (a bit tougher than the 

first one). 

 

Once banks are forced to separate, retail banks (RCB) will have to undergo severe supervision and 

implement a system of controls to guaranty its continuity and diligent way of working, with this 

system in place, EU could secure RCB banks not to fail. 

 

Random inspections should be performed by independent inspectors (for example, pretending to 

pass as an ordinary customer in order to get to know real practices banks are applying). 

  

Banks should not be allowed to move staff around, from branch to branch, for at least a period of 5 

to 10 years (is common practice to move staff every 1 to 3 years in order to sell as many products 

as possible and if problems arise at a later stage, customers can’t effectively complain to the 

person they dealt with, that results in most of the cases, that clients are left without a solution as 

banks instruct to the new staff to disclaim any responsibility from the previous staff). 

 

Investment banking should not be as controlled as RCB banks (as the substance of these banks is to 

take risks in order to make money) and should be prevented to deal with retail banks (RCB).  

Investing banks should be able to take   risks (with some supervision) and in case of failing, 

stockholders, and its depositors should be accountable for the losses incurred. 

 

All of this would mean that imposing control on banks will become more expensive for 

governments (but on the other hand will help to create jobs,  mainly independent inspectors and 

still would be far much cheaper than bailing out banks or paying high interest rates from 

borrowings due to the shortage of money that governments are experiencing at the moment).  RCB 

banks will become more costly for ordinary clients (these type of banks will not make so much 

money anymore and will develop another techniques to make their gains, for example,  

commissions on transfers of money or withdrawing money  will become more expensive), 

therefore EU should think ahead of banks and set rules that could prevent banks to impose abusive 

financial commissions. 

 

We, also, should consider that, not only big and complex groups should be reformed and 

supervised, an analysis of the main type of banks in all countries in the EU should be carried out, as 

there are some specific banks that have damaged the national economy as bad as some “big” 

banks might have done (see the example In Spain with the so called: cajas de ahorros, in particular 

BANKIA) 



Also RCB banks should be requested to be more diligent when selling mortgages to individuals 

(access to a home, play an important role on society), therefore banks should be made more 

diligent and accountable when granting mortgages, due to the implication on this social role. 

It might be interesting to introduce a piece of legislation stating that people can’t be granted with 

mortgages for over a 20 years period  or the equivalent of 5-6 annual salary amount.  

 

When all reforms are taking place, a change in the banking culture will be needed:  banks make 

their money basically, from interest, commissions and moving money around, making money at 

any cost it is the major priority. This type of culture is very different from that prevailing in 

companies, Producers of goods take pride in the quality of their products and in being the best in 

the market, on the contrary, bankers nowadays have shown their only concern is making money  

without really caring about the quality and value of the products they sell. 

 

Another reform that should be taking into consideration, to prevent banks from collapse and 

prevent the overlooking of bad practises, is Executives in charge of banks should be hold 

accountable for any damage cause in a bank due to a bad/ negligent management and be brought 

to justice (also they should be removed from working in a financial institution, as when a doctor’s 

licence is taking away or judges are removed from their career, same principle should be applied in 

the financial sector). 

 

 

 

It should be a combination of both: Gross volume of trading activity and assets held for trading and 

available for sale. 

It should be considered the information contained not only on the Profit and loss, but in the 

balance sheet  as well, although if it had to be chosen just one, always gross volume of trading 

activity should take priority (this is due to the ease of manipulation of the balance sheet accounts: 

example widespread practice of manipulating the morosity ratio (NPL): Imagine someone has 

borrowed 10.000 Euros to pay back during 3 years, monthly payments are 300, but the borrower 

can’t pay back that sum anymore (has lost the job), this person is offered  to pay a reduced 

monthly payment of 20 Euros per month ( without increasing the financial interest to pay) but  in 

the last payment of the loan (on the 3rd year) the remaining standing amount has to be paid,  lets 

say 9.000 Euros, that means during nearly 3 years (as the person is still paying, only 20 pounds) 

there is no consideration of that person being a slow payer, making the bank improve or disguise 

the real numbers on the balance sheet . 

Another indicator to take into consideration could be: the Policy of bonuses granted to employees:  

high sum of bonuses to be paid, easy ways to gain a bonus, bonuses attached to risky operations, 

these are clear indicators of risky trading activities (example, Caja de Madrid, did not undertake 

major risky activities but due to the policy of bonuses based on the money made, millions of 



mortgages were granted without carrying out a proper study and analysis of the situation of each 

case, even encouraging  people to borrow more money they needed, as the more money granted 

the more money banks (on interest) made and higher bonuses were paid. 

A formula to discourage the practise of policy of bonuses could be to be taxed more (bonus from 

financial institutions could be forced to pay more taxes when received, depending on the band or 

section of the amount received -progressive tax band-).  

 

 

 

A combination of the last two: 

Banks above a certain threshold should immediately forced to be separated, but this threshold 

should be opened to include other banks if advised by a competent supervisory body (experts 

could advice what other banks should be included, provided the experts are independent). 

 

 

 

 

Anything that can imply a risk should be separated, investment banks (WIB) should be allowed to 

carry on with their activities but in an independent manner and separated from RCB  banks (the 

priority of these ones should be focus on the customer service as well as money making but 

acknowledging  the contribution these banks bring to society and companies). 

If market-making and underwriting activities imply risks these should be separated as well. People  

still will have the opportunity to buy profitable and high risk products, but using other type of bank 

(a WIB bank or institution). 



Pension funds should not be allowed to be invested into high risk funds unless a specific agreement 

is agreed by all members of the fund (if our elderly people lose all their life savings, in the end 

governments could face to pay or make contributions to help). 

The type of assets that can be allocated to generate profits on pension funds should be delimitated 

or listed (risky investments and high exposure assets should be banned from the use on pension 

funds). 

 

Deposit banks should not provide risk management services. People can use  other type of banks 

to proceed with this type of operations (see what happened with “acciones preferentes” in Spain 

offered by Non-Investment banks: people were  not fully informed of the products they were 

buying, being most of them savers but treated as investors, with the consequence of losing their 

life savings). 

 

Investment banks should not be allowed to trade (or bet) with countries’ national debt, as this type 

of debt is low risk, banks should not be allowed to “play” or interfere with national economies of 

countries. In the same way,  short term investments in shares of companies should be banned  (to 

avoid speculation,  no investment on shares should be made for less than 6- 12 months) companies 

should be protected from “sharks” as they generate wealth in countries and contribute 

enormously to the economy of the nations.  

 

An additional safeguard could be not to allow these banks (RCB and WIB) to trade between them 

as, although separated,  risks could be transferred by trading together. 

 

Before proceeding to enforce banks to separate, EU should consider to impose on global banks, 

contribute to pay their deficits, debts or even the amount bailed out by governments through 

bank’s  global earnings, I other words, as in Europe global banks must submit consolidated financial 

statements according to IFRS standards, it will be easy to see what banking groups are making 

money, as a whole, and  banks should contribute to help other group companies by profits 

generated in other places or states, rather than, expect a particular national government to bail 

out a subsidiary (example, if Santander bank is making profit in the UK, this company should be put 

first to help any other branch of the same group that is in trouble in Europe). 

 



 

 

Regulating intra-group ownership structure might, at first, be costly for banking groups as, 

whenever legal entity changes have to be implemented (such as the creation of a new entity, 

modification of statutes, changing of names, etc) legal and fiscal costs have to be incurred (these 

costs, though, will be incurred just once, where the benefits as a result of the regulation, will have 

an indefinite duration). 

One of the main benefits of regulating intra-group ownership structures (which is at the same time 

one of the main associated risks between intra-group entities) will be preventing groups to avoid 

paying taxes by using a system of royalties to be paid in the group (aiming to show less profits, 

hence less taxes to pay, such us: IT royalties, the use of a common logo, operations royalties, …), 

other way to avoid to pay taxes generally use, is establishing main offices in places with low tax 

rates. 

Another benefit of the regulation would be the prevention and transfer of risks between intra-

group entities (one entity that might generate big losses due to highly risky activities, could 

transfer into another group entity some of the balances or operations generated by these 

practices, or even take advantage of using intra-group subsidiaries to attract investment). 

 

 

 

The matrix capture sufficient range of structural reform options and the option that best addresses 

the problems indentified ia OPTION I: broad trading entity, narrow deposit bank. 

This is because all investing and risky financial activities should be isolated from any interference 

with primary elements of a country’s economy, for example, companies’ lending (we now know 



how companies are struggling to get finance from banks at the moment due to the bad shape 

banks are) mortgages lending, deposits … 

If in cases like Enron and other auditing scandals (as a result of the great damaged infringed to 

companies for lack of proper auditing) companies where forced to separate (auditing firms from 

consulting firms) and a rigorous system of conflict of interest implemented, currently, as the 

damage and the situation left by the banks (and its lack of supervision by competent authorities 

and governments) is the worse since the 1930s, same kind of principles and decisions should be 

made towards the banking system. 

 

 

 


